


With the Proper 
downtown hotel, 
a hospitality 
landmark has 
emerged, thanks 
to a cast of local 
artists and 
artisans led by 
Angeleno firms 
Kelly Wearstler 
and Omgivning
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The fourth in the quartet, 
the Downtown L.A. Proper 
is Kelly Wearstler’s most 
complex and layered hotel 
for the brand yet. “Since the 
13-story building is historic, 
it was important to keep its 
integrity, its original and 
odd architectural details,” 
the acclaimed designer  
begins. That includes an  
existing basketball court on 
the sixth floor and an indoor 
pool on the seventh. (More 
on those later.) The interiors 
of the four-year project,  
a standout on the city’s 
gentrifying Broadway cor-
ridor, are a multicultural  
visual feast, a mashup of 
everything Wearstler is 
known for and loves: color 
and pattern; vintage finds mixed with custom pieces; art, 
both sourced and commissioned; and tiles galore, some 100 
different types. Equally rich is the structure’s backstory 
leading to its Historic-Cultural Monument designation.

Designed by Curlett & Beelman, the California Renais-
sance Revival building was completed in 1926 as the  
Commercial Club, a private Old Hollywood–style entity 
that counted Cecil B. DeMille among its members. In the 
’40’s and ’50’s, it transitioned into a hotel, before becom-
ing a 126-room YWCA in 1965. When Wearstler and col-
laborating architecture firm Omgivning took it on, it had 
been vacant for 10 years. 

Omgivning is an L.A. firm specializing in adaptive reuse, 
its founder and principal Karin Liljegren naming the firm 
after the Swedish word that roughly translates to “the 
way a space feels,” she says. “Considering its immense 
scale, the Proper was a creative and space-planning chal-
lenge that utilized every square inch of the building,”  
Omgivning director of hospitality projects Morgan Sykes 
Jaybush states. “Even with the massiveness of the project, 

Previous spread: In the lobby at the Downtown L.A. Proper, a hotel inside a 1926 building restored by Omgivning with 
interiors by Kelly Wearstler, the red gumwood millwork is original and the painting circa 1930’s but Wearstler’s Colina 
credenza with a cinnabar plaster finish is new. 

Top, from left: A stained-glass partition by Judson Studios marks the entry to Caldo Verde, the restaurant off the lobby.  
The landmarked limestone and terra-cotta facade incorporates an arched entrance framed with bas-relief, which influenced 
the design of the hotel’s interiors. Bottom: Elevators have also retained their original arched frameworks. 

Opposite: Anchored by existing marble flooring, reception is composed of a desk by Morgan Peck and a mural by Abel Macias, 
both local artists. 

we took special care with the details, salvaging as many 
original pieces as possible, from brass door hardware with 
Commercial Club initials to ornate Babylonian-style plaster 
corbels.” 

For Wearstler, initial inspiration came from another 
landmark, the Herald Examiner building across the street, 
built by architect Julia Morgan for William Randolph Hearst 
in 1913. “I was looking out the window and seeing the 
iconic structure, with its tile motifs at the top,” she recalls. 
“The Proper Hospitality brand is about being fiercely local.” 
But she went farther afield, too. The bas-relief on the  
Curlett & Beelman facade shows Spanish, Mexican, and 
Native American references. All these influences, inter-
preted with poetic license, now pervade the 115,000- 
square-foot interior of the Downtown L.A. Proper.  

They are visible right at the entry. Wearstler commis-
sioned two area artists to make it a showstopping set-
ting. Painter Abel Macias, whose playful and bold color 
aesthetic draws upon his Mexican heritage, spent nearly 
two months on scaffolding covering the walls and the  
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vaulted ceiling with his fantastical mural of flora and fauna, 
heavy on ocher and dusty-rose tones that Wearstler would 
adopt as the hotel’s pervasive signature colors. One section 
of the installation is anchored by a mysterious ebony form: 
It’s the reception desk fashioned from textured clay tiles 
by ceramicist Morgan Peck. Elsewhere in the lobby is origi-
nal millwork restored by Omgivning, furniture by Wearst-
ler’s studio, and various vintage pieces, including a circa 
1930’s artwork with what the designer calls a “Cubist-Frida 
Kahlo feeling.”

Caldo Verde, the adjacent restaurant, further beckons 
visitors. It’s accessed through a stained-glass partition by 
another L.A. artisan, Judson Studios. Once inside, there is 
the focal bar, which Wearstler and Omgivning conceived 
“to be like its own little building,” framed in ribbed oak 
and tile, along with Mexican modernist, Moorish, and Por-
tuguese design notes, to reflect the cuisine by James 
Beard Award–winning chef Suzanne Goin, who with res-
taurateur Caroline Styne are stars of the city’s culinary 
landscape and oversee the project’s F+B program. “While 
the hotel’s design was inspired by the community, it is 
also very much for the community, for those familiar with 
the city and this wonderfully talented pair,” Wearstler says 
of her first-time collaborators. 

Guest rooms now number 147, 10 of which are suites. 
That includes the Proper Pool suite, a 2,800-square-foot 
extravaganza Wearstler and Omgivning built around the 
aforementioned indoor pool, now smack in the middle of  

This page: Behind Wearstler’s Durant sofa and a 
vintage lamp in the Proper Basketball Court suite,  
so called because of the room’s previous life when 
the property was a YWCA, are super-size squares 
and rectangles coated in textured paint. 

Opposite top, from left: Custom stools line the 
Caldo Verde bar, built of copper, granite, and ribbed 
oak that’s been ebonized, cerused, and wire-brushed; 
floor tiles are also custom. A custom woven rug and 
a vintage painting enliven a corridor. Opposite 
bottom: The blocks emphasize the 18-foot height of 
the 1,400-square-foot court suite, which Wearstler 
furnished with a Victoria Morris side table flanked  
by vintage Peter Shire chairs.
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the living room and over-
looked by a ceramic mural 
composed of abstracted tire 
treads and cacti—“vernaculars 
of commuting in Los Ange-
les,” is how local sculptor 
Ben Medansky describes his 
installation. “As soon as we 
discovered that the YWCA’s 
pool originally shared a 
floor plate with the guest 
rooms, we knew it would 
be a great to transform it 
into one large suite, allow-
ing for an unforgettable ex-
perience,” Wearstler notes. 

The same goes for the 
Proper Basketball Court 
suite, a 1,400-square-foot 
space with an 18-foot ceil-
ing that had contained the 
YWCA’s basketball court.  
“I saw the ceiling height  
as an opportunity to create 
an impactful moment,” Wearstler explains. Walls finished 
in a limewash-like textured paint are divided into super-
size blocks of charcoal, ecru, moss, and smoky blue that 
simultaneously emphasize the soaring ceiling and temper 
its scale. Contrasting patterns in the furniture also con-
tribute to the suite’s intimate feel.

As for the rest, each accommodation is quasi unique, 
adorned with vintage accessories, paintings, and an or-
ganic color palette, “warm tones honoring the building’s 
rich history,” Wearstler says. In gallery-esque fashion, 
the art, much of which she sourced from Europe and 
Mexico as well as such domestic locales as Round Top  
in Texas, hangs not only on guest-room walls but also in 
corridors, making them, too, places to pause and delight 
the eye. Rugs have Turkish and Moroccan roots—either 
aged or made to appear so. Textiles are specially devel-
oped, and many furnishings are Wearstler’s own design. 

The Proper rooftop, a split-level urban oasis, is arrayed 
with vignettes. The firepit is one primal gathering post, 
the raised pool another, and Cara Cara, for all-day bites 

Top, from left: Lounging poolside on teak chaise longues is one of several rooftop options. The bathroom in the Proper Pool 
suite is clad in custom ceramic and marble tiles. Bottom: A study in earthy colors and custom furnishings, a junior suite  
has stained oak flooring. 

Opposite: The pool suite incorporates the YWCA’s indoor pool as well as a 1970’s Alky bench by Giancarlo Piretti and  
a newly commissioned ceramic mural of abstracted tire treads and cacti by L.A. sculptor Ben Medansky. 

PROJECT TEAM 

JONATHAN GIFFIN; DOMINIC SOSINSKI; BRAD MALLETTE; ALEX PRICTOE;  

CHRIS ASUNCION; YUKIE TAKESHI; PABLO PATIÑO; NIKKI BROWN; JOEL CHAPPO: 

OMGIVNING. LUKE KIELION; RYDER CHANATRY: KELLY WEARSTLER. HISTORIC 

CONSULTANTS: PRESERVATION CONSULTANT. THE RUZIKA COMPANY: LIGHTING 

CONSULTANT. STUDIO-MLA: LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT. NABIH YOUSSEF STRUCTURAL 

ENGINEERS: STRUCTURAL ENGINEER. HENDERSON ENGINEERS: MEP. KPFF: CIVIL 

ENGINEER. WB POWELL: WOODWORK. KUSTANOVICH CONSTRUCTION CONSULTANTS: 

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER.

PRODUCT SOURCES 

FROM FRONT KELLY WEARSTLER: CREDENZA (LOBBY), SOFA (COURT SUITE). ISA ISA 

FLORAL: FLOWERS. JUDSON STUDIOS: PARTITION (RESTAURANT). PELLE: PENDANT 

FIXTURE (LOBBY). PORTOLA PAINTS & GLAZES: TEXTURED PAINT (COURT SUITE). 

LAWSON-FENNING: ROUND SIDE TABLE. ETHIMO: CHAISE LONGUES (ROOF). THROUGH-

OUT THROUGH JAMAL’S RUG COLLECTION: VINTAGE RUGS. DUNN-EDWARDS PAINTS; 

FARROW & BALL: PAINT. INNER GARDENS: PLANTS. 

and cocktails, yet another. A virtual forest of succulents 
and greenery articulates semiprivate areas, almost like 
rooms. Come for sunlight, stay for sunset, carry-on through 
evening, all the while taking in the panoramic cityscape. 
L.A.—and its creative set—never looked so good.  
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